
Maintenance and Warranty Issues Form

2: If all nails, post, hinges etc. have been installed correctly and you have an issue caused by moving wood, ground settling, 
wind, hinges needing adjusting or anything else that can not be controlled by K & C a service call will be charged. (service
fees start at $125.00 to cover gas, man hours, truck, insurance and back end work for scheduling/filing etc.) Assuming 
Maintenance can be performed in one our or less. More extensive maintenance like post removal do have additional cost.

3: Photos must be included to determine if this is a maintenance issue or a repair. If this is a repair a contract will be written
for the job needed. If a service personnel needs to be sent to the job to determine a if this is a service call or a repair for you 
a service call fee will be charged.

IMPORTANT: Service call charges cover only what it takes to schedule, file, communicate, drive to pick up material, drive to 
the job, do the work, clean up and drive to the next place. This program is for our existing customers only and please know 
that  is included. If the issue is determined by K & C to be workmanship related there is no charge. NO COMPANY PROFIT

Note: If the work needed is decided to not be workmanship, the service program starts at $125.00 per hour plus material,
Post replacement cost $125.00 per post, work that is more intense such as jack hammering etc. can have additional charges.

Customer understands that wood is subject to warp, twist, rot and or crack. It can be normal for the wood to move very quickly
and if the problem is a result of moving wood the problem can re occur.

The service call program is intended for small maintenance needed and is not intended for repair jobs.
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